Abstract.
Introduction
One of the main notions of geometric topology is the notion of cell-like map. The reason is that the cell-like maps between closed manifolds of dimension ^ 3 can be approximated by homeomorphisms [Si, Q] . This statement in dimension 3 implies the Poincaré conjecture and, of course, it is not proved. In dimension 3 a weaker statement is true [Ar] . Cell-like maps of manifolds often are obtained as decompositions maps. In that case the image is not necessarily a manifold. It is only a homology manifold. R. D. Edwards proved [El] that for « > 5 if the decomposition space X is finite dimensional and has additionally the "Disjoint Disk Property" introduced by Cannon [C] , then A' is a manifold and more than that the quotient map can be approximated by homeomorphisms. Then R. D. Daverman [Da] derived from Edwards' theorem that if the decomposition space X of cell-like decompositions of manifolds is a finite-dimensional one then X x E2 is a manifold. Now the following problem is natural.
Cell-like mapping problem. Is the image of a cell-like map of an «-manifold always finite dimensional?
Recall that a map between compacta f:Y->X is called cell-like if the preimage of each point, f~x(x), can be embedded in a manifold as a cellular subset = intersection of a decreasing system of closed topological cells. Note that a cell-like map is always surjective. The cell-like problem arose after Bing's works on decompositions of manifolds appeared [B1, B2] and it turned out to be that [E2] the cell-like problem is equivalent to a very old problem of Alexandroff in homological dimension theory [A, W] 
(see also the surveys [D-S, Dl, M-R]).
In [K-W] it was proved that the cell-like mapping problem has an affirmative answer for 3-dimensional manifolds. Then by using results of Edwards and Walsh and some computations in ÄMheory [B-M, A-H] an example of a for arbitrary n where {e} denoted the trivial group.
Recall that the cohomological dimension of a space X with group G as coefficients does not exceed « , c-dim^X < « , if for any closed subset A c X and for an arbitrary continuous map tp: A -> K(G, n) there exists an extension yi: X -> K(G, n) of <j> [Ku, W, Dl] .
Definition [Dl] . Let /: X -► K be a map, and let K be a polyhedron with fixed triangulation t. The formal inequality c-dim<j(/, t) < « will denote the following statement:
For any subpolyhedron A c K with respect to t for an arbitrary map tp: A -> K(G, n) there exists an extension yi: X -> K(G, n) of the restriction 4> ° f\f-l{A) ■ Recall that Zp = Z/pZ and that Z[i] = {m/pk e Q} is a localization of integers away from the prime p . The main result of this section is the following. Theorem 1. For arbitrary prime p there exists an infinite-dimensional compactum X with cohomological dimensions c-dim^X < 2 and c-dimzri]Ar < 2.
'After this paper was submitted J. Dydak and J. Walsh solved negatively the cell-like mapping problem in dimension 5. Instead of calculation in Ä"-theory they used the Sullivan conjecture proved by H. Miller. Proposition 1. The inequality max{c-dimzri]Ji", c-dimZj,X} < n implies that c-dimzZ < « + 1.
Proof. By Cohen's theorem [Ku] the inequality c-dimGX < « for compact X is equivalent to the property: H"+X(U; for arbitrary open sets U c X. By virtue of Bokshtein's inequality [Ku] c-dimZii00 X < c-dimZ(,X, we have that H"+X(U ; Zp<* ) = 0. Since c-dimz,ilAr < « + 1 we have that HC"+2(U; Z[±]) = 0. Hence Hcn+x(U;Z) = 0 and therefore c-dimzX < « + 1.
The following lemma for C7 = Z actually was proved in [W] . Lemma 1. Let n > 1 and G = Zp or Z[j¡] than for arbitrary compact polyhedron K with fixed triangulation x there exists a countable CW-complex WX(G, n) and a map oe: WX(G, n) -> K with the following properties:
(1) for any simplex a ex, oe~ ' (<r) ~ A^(©™° G, n), (2) c-dimG(ftj, t) < n, (3) WT(G, n) can be supplied with PL-structure compatible with the cellular one. We call the complex WT(G, n) together with the map oe Edwards-Walsh construction for x, G, n . Proof. If dimK < n then define WX(G, n) = K and oe = idjf .
If dim .K = n + 1 then for every (n + 1 )-dimensional simplex a e x replace a by an Eilenberg-Mac Lane complex K(G, n). In order to do this, fix an «-dimensional sphere 5" in K(G, n) which generates the unit 1 e nn(K(G, «)) = G (=ZP or Z [^] ) and identify that sphere with the boundary do by some PL-homeomorphism. As a result, we will obtain a CW-complex WT(G, n). Define a> such that cö_1|jc-(">: KW -> WX(G, n) is an embedding. To achieve this property, send every attached Eilenberg-Mac Lane complex to the corresponding simplex o and then move K(G, n) -S" off do into à .
If dim .ri = n+2 consider the Edwards-Walsh construction oex : Wr¡ (G, n) -* •(«+1) for the (n + 1 )-dimensional skeleton K(n+X"> of K with restricted triangulation t1 = T|jf<"+i). Consider an arbitrary (« + 2)-simplex a ex. Denote by Ya the preimage (a)')"1(cr(n+1)). In the case G -Zp it is easy to see that nn(Ya) = ©Zp . Then by attaching cells to Ya in the dimensions > « + 1 it is possible to obtain a complex K(Ç$ZP, n) which automatically will be glued to Y" . Do this for all (n + 2)-dimensional Simplexes to obtain WX(ZP , n) and define a map w: WX(ZP, n) -► K with the properties:
(1) wl^iz,,») = o)x and If the dimension of K is greater than « + 2 , the Edwards-Walsh construction can be produced by induction and for every w-dimensional simplex a for m > « + 2 we will have 7r"((co1)-1(<7('"~1))) = ©G. It is trivial for G = Zp and can be easily computed for G = Z [j¡] . Then build AT(© G, n) by attaching to (<y1)-1(er('"-1)) cells of dimension > « + 1 . Define Wx(G,n) and co as above.
The properties (1), (3) hold by the construction. In order to check (2) it is sufficient to prove that for every simplex a e x the inclusion ;': (u~x(da) -> cû~x(a) induces an epimorphism j*: H"(oj-x(o); G) -» Hn(oj-x(da); G). If dimo > n+2 this follows from the fact that oj~x(a) is obtained from oe~x(do) by attaching cells only in the dimension > « + 1. The same argument is valid for dim o = « + 2 and G = ZP . Corollary. If X' c X then c-dimc^/j^ , x) < n .
The proof is trivial. Lemma 3 [Dl] . Let Z be the limit space of an inverse system of compact polyhedra {Li, g¡+x} with fixed triangulations x¡ and fixed metrics p¡. Suppose that for all k, lim mesh(gkk+'(xk+i)) = 0 i-*oo and suppose that for infinitely many i, c-dim^(g-+1, t,) < «. Then c-dim^Z < «. Proof of Theorem 1. We define X as a limit space of an inverse system {L,, g¡+x} and construct this system by induction. Define Li -S4 and fix a metric px on Li and triangulation xx with meshti < 1. Fix ax e K^(SA;ZP), ax t¿ 0, and apply Lemma 2 with G = Z[±] to obtain gf: L2 -► Lx . Define a2 = (gx)*(ax) t¿ 0. Fix a metric p2 on L2 and choose a triangulation x2 with mesht2 < \ and meshg2T2 < \ . Then apply Lemma 2 with G = Zp and so on. Additionally we will obtain a sequence a¡ e K^(L¡, Zp) such that (g'x)*(ax) = a,#0.
Lemma 3 implies that c-dimZpX, c-dim^ijA" < 2. The compact X is infinite dimensional. Then by Alexandroffs theorem [A, W] it follows that dim A = c-dimzA. By virtue of Proposition 1, dim A' < 3. Hence the projection (gx°°): X -» S4 is not essential. From the other side we have that (gxsc)*(a) t¿ 0. Therefore gf° is an essential map. Contradiction.
Edwards-Walsh resolution
Suppose that {(X,■■, x¡), p¡+1} is an inverse system of pointed spaces and base point preserving maps. Then there are natural embeddings of Yl?=l X¡ into n^i Xi • The sequence Xx <-X2 <-■■■<-Xm defines an embedding of Xm into ri/lo^' and the inverse system {X¡, p¡+x} defines an embedding of the limit space in Y[°Z i %i Dv the definition. So, for any pointed inverse system {Xi, plj+1} with limit space X there are natural embeddings X¡ «-» f]Si %i and X «-» nil xi • We will call this system of embeddings a realization of the inverse system in n^i %i ■ Suppose that /?, is a metric on X¡, and let p¡ be the diameter of X¡. If ¿ZZiPi < °° then the formula p(x, y) = ¿ZHi Pi(P?°(x)> P™(y)) defines a metric on TJ°^i A,. Such a metric we will call a brick metric.
Let ^# be a finite covering of some space X with fixed metric. By d(Ji) we denote max{diamM: M e J?) and by X(J?) we denote the Lebesgue number of Jt: X(Jt) = max{r: VOr(x)3M e J£ s.t. Or(x) C M}.
Here Or(x) is the ball of radius r with x as a center. By Mx denote arbitrary sets M eJ? with the property x e Ox^(x) c M.
The following lemma is a variation of M. Brown's lemma [Br, W] .
Lemma 4. Let X -lim {A",, f/+l} be the limit space of an inverse system of compacta and suppose that the system {K¡, f/+x} is realized in XX*Ll A", with brick metric p on it. Suppose Z = lim {L¡, g¡+x} is the limit space of another inverse system of compacta and suppose that for all i a covering -#' of K¡ and a map a¡ : L¿ -* K¡ are defined such that The last inequality is due to (2) and a property of brick metric. Apply the induction assumption to conclude the proof. Brick metric properties and triangle inequality imply that
(by (*) and (A)). So p(a(z), x) > A,-/2 . Suppose that AT is an «-dimensional polyhedron with fixed triangulation x and p is a prime number. We define «-dimensional complexes px and j¡x together with projections p: px -► AT and v = j¡x ->• AT and call them a pmodifkation of AT and ^-modification of AT correspondingly. The complex px is obtained from A" by replacement of «-dimensional simplexes by «-cells attached by maps of degree p . The projection p is defined arbitrary with the property that ^"'lAT'"-1' is an embedding. The complex ^x is obtained from AT by replacement of «-simplices by infinite p-telescopes = the infinite union of mapping cylinders of maps of degree p (see [Su] ), and define a map v : ±t -+ AT with the same property.
Proposition 6. For arbitrary triangulation x of an (n+l)-skeleton of m-simplex, m > « > 2, n"(px) = ©Zp and nn(^x) is divisible by p.
Proof. Since |r(n)| is (« -1 )-connected, nn(x(n)) is a free module over Z. It is generated by the family of boundaries of (n + l)-simplices in x, say ax, ... , am. The relations are obtained from (« + 2)-simplices of x. Let it Proof. The short exact sequence 0 -> Tor G -» G /Tor G -* 0 implies that c-dimGT < max{c-dimTorG^5 c-dimG/TorGT} . The torsion part can be split as TorC7 = Tor'tr©p-TorC7 and Tor'(7 does not contain p-torsion. Bokshtein's inequalities [Ku] c-dimZ((00 < c-dimz? < c-dimZ(i), where Z(g) is a localization of the integers at some prime q, imply that c-dimTor<G < c-dimzri]. Since G is divisible by p then p-TorG = ©Zpoo and hence c-dimp.TorG < c-dimZp00 .
Since G/ Tor G is divisible by p it follows [Ku] that c-dimG/TorG < c-dimZri]. The proof follows from the definition.
Lemma 5. Suppose w: R -» AT is a map onto a polyhedron K. Let x be a triangulation on K with mesh x < e and assume that for every simplex o ex, w~x(o) ~ AT(©^" n, n) for some fixed n. If c-dim^A < « then for any map f: X -► AT there exists an e-lifting f: X -► R (i.e., p(wf, f) < e).
Proof. Construct /' step by step defined on sets /_1(AT(,)) where AT(i) denotes the /-skeleton with respect to x. Define /' on /_1(AT(0)) by choosing some points in w~x(v) for all v e AT<°). Suppose that /' is defined on /_1(AT(')) with the property:
(*) Vrr 6 x Vx e X if f(x) e a then wf'(x) e o.
Consider an arbitrary (/ -f-1 )-dimensional simplex o ex and extend the map f\...:f-\o^)^w-}(a)^K{@n,n\ to a map of f~x(o). Do this for all (i+ 1 )-dimensional simplexes a to define /' on /_1(AT(i+1)). Property (*) holds and implies the inequality p(wf, f) < e. By |t| denote a geometric realization of a simplicial complex x.
Lemma 6. Let X be the limit space of an inverse system of compact polyhedra {Nk , qk+l} and suppose that c-dimZpA < « and c-dimzri]A < « (« > 2). Let the group G be equal to Zp or Z [¿] , and let N¡n+X^ denote (n + \)-dimensional skeleton of Nx with respect to some triangulation xx with meshti <e. Then for any triangulation y of A7]""1-1' there exists a number k such that for any triangulation x of Nk there is a map g: |t("+1)| -► N¡n+ ' with the properties :
(1) c-dimG(g, t) < «, (2) />(g, tff||T,"+"|) <3e.
Proof. G = Zp . There exists a CW-complex R and a map 6 : R -> Nx with the properties:
(1) for any simplex o e xx , 6~x(o) ~ K(nn(p(y\a^))), n), (2) the («+l)-dimensional skeleton R\-n+xx-coincides with the ^-modification py, and the restriction Q\py coincides with p: py -► |y|. We define R as a growing union of CW-complexes Rn+X c Rn+2 C • • • C RáimN¡ = R and define 6 as a union of maps 6¡■: R¡ -> N¡, i > n + 1. First of all define R"+x as an Edwards-Walsh construction Wy(Zp, n) and 6n+x = co: Rn+\ -* N\"+l' such that R^xl] = py and oj\py = p: py -> Ar{"+1). For every (n + 2)-dimensional simplex o e xx, nn(e-l,(o(n+X))) = 7t"(/r V+1))) = 7t"(p(y^+l))).
By virtue of Proposition 6 it is possible to obtain a CW-complex AT(©™" Zp, n) by attaching to 9~lx(o(n+X)) cells of dimensions >« + 2. Define a map 9n+2 on each newly attached cell such that 6n+2 sends an open cell into the interior of a and
Thus it is possible to define 6"+2 : Rn+2 -> AJ"+2). By using Proposition 6 we may assume that for arbitrary (n + 3)-dimensional simplex o e xx, the «th homotopy group n"(d~l2(a^"+2))) coincides with the «th homotopy group of the (« + l)-skeleton = nn(p(Y\oi»+1))), and so on. If G = Z[_-] then there exists a CW-complex R and a map 6: R -> Nx such that (1) for any simplex o e xx, 6~x(a) ~ K(nn(\(y\a^))), «), (2) the («+1)-dimensional skeleton R\n+xx-coincides with the ^-modification ¿y and the restriction 6\iy coincides with v: ¿y -> \y\.
The proof is the same. By Proposition 6, n"(p(yla[n+i))) = @ZP , and the group n = M^C^y«»)) is divisible by p . Proposition 7 implies that c-dim^A < « . So, in both cases it is possible to apply Lemma 5 to the map 6: i? -> Nx . In both cases we will obtain an e-lifting /: X -> R. Since R e ANE then there exists a number k and a map fk: Nk -► R such that p(6 ° f, d o fk o qjf) < s . Let x be a triangulation of Nk . Denote by g' a cellular approximation of fk: |t("+1)| -» R into the (« + l)-skeleton R\n+lx-. We have p(dofk , dog) <e. For arbitrary z e |t<"+1)| choose x e (qto)~x(z). Then p(qk(z), 6 o g'(z)) < p(q?(x), d o /(*)) + p(6 o f(x) ,0ofko q">(x)) + p(dofk(z),6og'(z))<3s.
Denote by g -6 o g': |t("+1)| -» Ar{'1+1) . Property (2) has just been checked. By Proposition 8, c-dimG(ö|Äln+i], y) < n and hence by virtue of Proposition 5, c-dimG(g, t) < «.
Lemma 7 [W] . Let X be the limit space of an inverse system of compact polyhedra {Nk, q\+x) and suppose that c-dimzA < m. Let N¡m' be an (n + 1)-skeleton of Nx with respect to some triangulation xx with meshri <e. Then there exists a number k such that for any triangulation x of Nk there is a map g: \^m+x)\ -» N\m) with p(g, fk) < 3e. holds.
The following is a generalization of Edwards' theorem [E2, W] . Proof. We may assume that X is the limit space of an inverse system of compact polyhedra {Nk, ak+x} . Proposition 1 implies that c-dimzA < « + 1 .
We construct two inverse systems {AT,, f¡+x) , {L¡, g¡+1} , and a system of maps {a¡: L¡ -> AT,} such that X = lim {AT,, f/+x}, and properties (l)- (3) of Lemma 4 hold. We construct it by induction so that the step of induction from i to i + 1 depends on the class of i mod 3. To demonstrate it consider in detail the cases i = 1, 2 and 3.
Define AT, = Nx . Consider a finite covering .-#' of A"i by contractible subpolyhedra with respect to some fixed triangulation of ATi and with nontrivial Lebesgue number Xx = X(^fx). Let us regard that for each A^ some metric pk is fixed and JZitLi pk < oo. Let xx be a triangulation of AT] with meshri < Xx/\2. Define Lx -|Tj"+1)| and let ax : Lx <-> ATj be the natural embedding. Apply Lemma 6 for G = Zp and for yx -x["+[^ to obtain k. Then define AT2 = Nk and consider a finite covering ^#2 of AT2 by contractible subpolyhedra with nontrivial Lebesgue number X2 -X(Jf2) with respect to a metric px + pk on AT2 given by (P\ + Pk)(x\,x2) = px(qx(xx), qkx(x2)) + pk(xx, x2).
We can regard that d2 = dizmJi2 < Xx/4. Choose a triangulation T2 of AT2 with mesht2 < A2/I2 (with respect to that metric px + pk). Define L2 = |t^"+1)| . By Lemma 6 there exists a map g2: L2 -> Lx with c-dimZ(,(g-,2, i[) < n and p(g2, tff |,T(*+i)|) < 3Ai/12 = Xx/4. Denote f2 = qx , and define a2: L2 '-» AT2 be the natural embedding. So, properties (l)-(3) of Lemma 4 for / < 2 hold. Choose a triangulation y2 of L2 with max{mesh y2, mesh g2y2) < X2 and apply Lemma 6 for G = Z[i] and the system {N¡, qj+x}i>k . We will obtain a number / such that for any triangulation T3 of N¡ there is a map g: |t<"+1>| -» N{kn+X) -L2 with c-dim L (g, x2) < « and P(g, ?fcl|TC+')|) < 3meshr2 < A3/4. Choose T3 by the following routine way. Consider a finite covering M3 of AT3 = N¡ by contractible subpolyhedra with respect to a nontrivial Lebesgue number A3 = A(Af3). Consider the metric px+ pk + p¡ on AT3. We can regard that d2 = d(M2) < X2/4. At last choose t3 with meshtj < A3/12, and define -Í-3 = lT3"+1)|-Let 03: L3 •-* A3 be the embedding and let gl be a map g: Itj""1"1'! -» L2 obtained by Lemma 6. Denote /23 = q[, and the properties (l)-(3) of Lemma 4 still hold.
Apply Lemma 7 to the sequence {Nr, qrr+x}r>i , m = « +1 and triangulation T3 on N¡ = AT3 to obtain a map g: |t2"+2)| -» L3 with p(g, ff) < 3meshT3 < A3/4 for some r > I and arbitrary triangulation T4 of Nr. We choose T4 by using the above routine.
Define L4 = l-r^"^"1-* | and a4 as the natural embedding. Denote q\ by /34. The map g gives us a projection g\ . The properties (l)-(3) of Lemma 4 are satisfied.
Using this procedure we can construct two inverse systems {AT,, f/+l} and {L¿, g¡+x} with a family of maps {a,: L, -+ AT,} together with triangulations t, on AT, and 7, on L, and a family of coverings ./#' of AT, by contractible subpolyhedra with respect to t, . We define a brick metric on Y[™ ¡ AT, and some metric p\ on L, for each i with properties (l)-(3) from Lemma 4 and (4) max{mesh y,-, mesh g\_, y,-, ... , mesh g{ y,} < A,, then g\+x is homotopic to constant. Hence Sha_1(x) = * for each x e X. Therefore a is a cell-like map. Properties (4) and (6) together with Lemma 3 imply that c-dimZ;>Z < n. Then properties (4), (7) and Lemma 3 imply that c-dimzfi] < « .
Main theorem
The aim of this paragraph is to prove the following. Indeed, embed the compactum Z from Theorem 5 in the 6-dimensional cube and consider the quotient map /: I6 -» Y of the decomposition generated by {<t>~x(x)} and singletons.
Lemma 8. Suppose that c-dimZi)Z < « and c-dimZ[i]Z < n and Z is finite dimensional. Then dim Z x Z < 2« + 1. Proof. The Bokshtein inequalities [Ku] imply that c-dimz?Z < n for all primes q and c-dimQZ < « where Q is the rationals. The Künneth formula for fields implies that c-dimZiZ x Z < 2« and c-dimçZ x Z < 2« . By virtue of Bokshtein's theorem [Ku] c-dimz(Z x Z) = maxc-dimZ(?)(Z x Z), where Z (9) is the localization of the integers at q. By Bokshtein's inequalities [Ku, Dl] c-dimz¡í00 < c-dimZí and c-dimZ(í) < max{c-dimQ, c-dimz°° + 1} it follows that c-dimZ(i)Z < 2« + 1 . Since Z is finite dimensional then Alexandroffs theorem
